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AIR-BLASTS

- Energy from an explosion 
near the Earth’s surface 
causes a sudden pressure 
change 

- Waves are generated that 
couple with the 
atmosphere

- These waves propagate as 
air-blast, acoustic, and 
infrasound waves G. F.  Kinney, K. J. Graham, Explosive Shocks in Air, 1985

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Air blast waves are generated by the sudden pressure change caused by an explosionThese waves couple with the atmosphere and propagate as air-blast, acoustic and infrasound wavesAir blasts are close range and characterized by a sharp onset Atmospheric affects on the waveform are minimized, allowing for air blast parameters to directly characterize explosions
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Motivation
Accurate yield estimation is a vital component of the post-detonation analysis of 
explosive events supporting: 

- nuclear forensics 
- non-proliferation 
- low-yield nuclear monitoring 

The analysis of air blast parameters provides an estimate of yield for above 
ground explosions

Approach
- Make measurements on air-blasts data set in order to compare with models  
- Investigate the effectiveness of LLNL yield determination algorithms using air-

blast data from a series of near-surface low-yield chemical high explosive tests 
at Los Alamos

- Develop new more versatile models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yield determination is an important component of the forensic analysis of explosive eventsAir blast parameters provide good estimates of above ground explosion yieldLLNL uses a tool which uses both seismic and air blast data to estimate yield and height of burst at less than 20km distanceFocus of my summer internship at LLNL investigating whether this tool is effective on small yield explosionsAlso looking into new, more versatile, air-blast models for yield determination and other applications   An appropriate functional form for air-blasts can allow for better parameterization of signals, improving the accuracy of yield estimates
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THE EXPERIMENT

70 HE (comp B) detonations:
(Los Alamos National 
Laboratory)
- Mass: 1-15kg 
- HOB: -1m-4m
- Shape: cylindrical and 

spherical

Included repeated explosions 
allowing investigation of the 
variability caused by:
- explosion size
- emplacement
- atmosphere
- shape

STATIONS

Map of the experimental configuration:
explosion location = star 
overpressure stations  = triangles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
70 small yield HE detonations using Comp B,  tnt*1.33HOB -1 to 4mSeries of blasts included repeated explosions allowing investigation of the variability in signals and yield estimates Map of stations and explosion site is shown in image to the right
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AIR-BLAST MEASUREMENTS: METHODS

Method:
- Determined 15 s window 

using estimated arrival 
time 

- Peak pressure in window 
was used to define the 
air-blast arrival 

- Defined air blast by zero 
crossings

- Eliminated ambiguous 
peaks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to estimating yield with the LLNL tool, we made measurements on the air-blasts themselves in order to compare with existing models that can be used for yield determinationData was continuousPrimary criteria was timing, then detected zero crossings to isolate the air-blastDid not make measurements on ambiguous peaks:Timing of the arrival required to be less than 3.0 seconds away from the expected value, the peak overpressure in the window was required to be at least .02 Pa, and there must only be one candidate air blast peak in the window Example of measurements shown in the figure, peak pressure, positive impulse (area under positive phase), and positive pulse duration
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AIR-BLAST MEASUREMENTS: RESULTS

- Measured peak overpressure/impulse 
consistent with KG85 and other models 
up to ~ 200-500 m range

- Measurements diverge at long range 
- Impulse measurements are less 

scattered

Note:
- Yield was derived from the TNT 

equivalent
- Adjusted for ambient atmospheric 

temperature and pressure 
- Surface emplacement in a half-space 

was accounted for (doubled the yield)

IMPULSE AND PEAK OVERPRESSURE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Impulse and range are scaled by blast yieldModels can be used to estimate detonation yieldImpulse and Peak Overpressure measurements are consistent with existing models at short rangeAt longer range, propagation effects cause the measurements to diverge from the modelsOutliers? Meta data issue (one station)
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AIR-BLAST MEASUREMENTS: RESULTS

- Tight distribution and 
consistent with the expected 
speed of sound in air 

- Confirms our method of 
measuring the blast arrival is 
sufficiently accurate

- Extreme outliers due to 
incorrect meta-data

- No trend of the arrival 
velocities with HOB or yield

TRAVEL VELOCITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall consistency of these measurements suggests that we are choosing arrivals well with the automated method The presence of extreme outliers means that there are likely still some metadata issuesOutliers are confined to specific stations/events (outliers are probably due to metadata issues not measurement errors)
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AIR-BLAST MEASUREMENTS: NON-LINEAR MODELS

Modified model includes curvature to fit the impulse 
better at longer range

Future Work:

- Develop a parameterized 
impulse vs. range model 
that takes into account 
propagation effects 

- Use nonlinear models to 
extend the range over 
which LLNL yield 
estimation is effective 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nonlinear term is introduced to the Scaled Impulse vs. Range to capture propagation effectsThere are challenges associated with extending models to the nonlinear range:Several conditions can affect when/how the the impulse goes nonlinear making it difficult to modelThis model fits this data set well but, more study is needed come up with a general model, would have to take into account the atmospheric conditions
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YIELD ESTIMATION: METHODS 

Grid search method
- Samples the search space uniformly (log10(Yield) space/linear HOB 

space 
- Fixed step size and range for the grid search
- Likelihood = the sum of differences between the data and predictions 

MCMC method
- Markov Chain Monte Carlo stochastic inversion 
- Guided random walk 
- Initial step size is user determined then automatically updated by the  

algorithm 
- User specifies the number of MCMC chains 

LLNL software uses positive impulse to determine yield from air-blasts 
using 2 methods:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grid search methodsamples the search space uniformly (in log10(W) space and in linear HOB space user defines the fixed step size and range for the grid searchThe likelihood for a given yield and HOB is computed as the sum of differences between the data and predictions NOTE: No seismic, small yield and above ground burst means that the p wave was not visible, this limits the HOB prediction MCMC method- Markov Chain Monte Carlo stochastic inversion Samples the user defined yield/HOB space using a guided random walk Initial step size is user determined but is then automatically updated by the algorithmThe user specifies the number of MCMC chains which begin near the edge of the sampling region 
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YIELD ESTIMATION: RESULTS 

New Results

Conclusion:
The LLNL software is 
applicable to very 
small yield explosions. 

25% absolute yield error 50% of 
events

50% absolute yield error 78% of 
events

Past Results

Mean absolute yield error < 30% 

Compared the LLNL software estimated yields to the true yields for 67 
detonations:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Promising results- Performance was comparable to higher yield resultsLLNL’s yield determination method can be applied to small yield explosions (with some modifications, more sig figs etc.)
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YIELD ESTIMATION: ANOVA TEST 

- The F value (ratio of variances) falls into 
95% probability region (below F=2.758)
- Means of the % difference of the yield 
groups are not significantly different at 
5% significance 

ANOVA: Looks for statistically significant differences between groups by comparing the means

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANOVA test: Looks for statistically significant differences between groups by comparing the meansWe group the percent differences between measured and expected yield by true yield The means of these groups are compared using the ANOVA testResults show that the yield groups are not significantly different regarding how accurately the LLNL method estimates the yieldThis is encouraging as it implies that the accuracy of the method does not diminish with decreased yield
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AIR BLAST MODELING: THE LANDAU WAVELET

(Moyal, 1955)

- Based on derivative of 
the approximate 
Landau distribution 
(Moyal, 1955)

- Continuous, 
differentiable

- Resembles real air 
blast data

- Impulse balanced 
negative phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Landau Approximation Derivative Wavelet (LAD wavelet)Just using the functional form (not necessarily trying to make any claims about a physics justification for using Landau distribution)Wavelet: an oscillation with an amplitude that begins at zero, increases, and then decreases back to zeroDifferentiable for Finite difference based modelingNegative phase: longer duration can place slower loads on windows and other structuresThe Moyal approximation to the Landau probability density functionPossible detection applications with cwt
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AIR BLAST MODELING: PRELIMINARY FITTING

- Used least-squared method to 
fit functional form to small 
yield air blast data

- Does not yet include shape 
parameter (s)

- Set horizontal position based 
on measured zero crossing

- Vertical and horizontal scaling 
were fit parameters

- Will experiment with fitting a 
generalized version of the 
Landau wavelet to large air-
blast data set 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fitting air blasts to the landau approximation derivative wavelet Example fitsEncouraging results but it is clear that we need a more general blast functionIntroducing a shape parameter to address this It remains to be seen how this function,with shape parameter, will perform when compared to real dataMay need to be adjusted further Anticipating a large air-blast data set to compare various air-blast models
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AIR BLAST MODELING: COMPARING MODELS

- Followed the procedure of Garces (2017) to scale the LAD wavelet according to peak overpressure 
and positive pulse duration

- Main advantage over other models is differentiability  
- A continuous differentiable function is needed for finite difference modeling
- Generalized Landau wavelet and other models will be tested against real air blast data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Scaled the function (peak pressure and duration) to compare with other air-blast modelsModel improvements:Traditional air blast models are discontinuous in order to capture the sharp onset of the blastNot ideal for finite difference time domain (FDTD) modeling There is value in a continuous, differentiable model for use in FDTD modeling
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CONCLUSIONS
PROGRESS

- Tested LLNL yield estimation software
- Confirmed LLNL models developed at higher yield (20-1000x larger) are applicable 

to small yield detonations
- Compared LLNL 2016 impulse vs. range model with measurements
- Developing a new more versatile air blast model
- Scaled LAD wavelet following the procedure of Garces (2017)

Further investigate non-linear scaled impulse models
- Extend yield estimation to longer range

Test air blast models against large air-blast data set
- Check goodness of fit, canonical parameters, impulse fit
- Look for direct relationships between model parameters and yield
- Apply air-blast model in waveform-based yield estimates

Kim and Rodgers (2016)

NEXT STEPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tested LLNL yield determination software on small yield HE detonations using Los Alamos provided datasetShowed that the tool is indeed applicable to very small yield explosionsHave began looking at nonlinear models in order to possibly extend yield estimation to longer range by taking into account the effect of propagation through the atmosphereWhat conditions affect when/how the impulse/ peak-overpressure/duration goes non-linear?Began developing a new parameterized-air blast for yield determination and possibly other applicationsWill soon evaluate this and other models using real data
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QUESTIONS?
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